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Q1) The world record in athletics is over 6 metres high in what sport?

Q2) Which actor wore a bowler hat and carried a cane in his films?

Q3) In business, what is IMF short for?

Q4) Which US city was originally called New Amsterdam?

Q5) In which book and television series does the character Joffrey Baratheon appear?

Q6) In World War II, what was a Spitfire?

Q7) In which country was tea first grown?

Q8) How many faces does a dodecahedron have?

Q9) Antananarivo is the capital city of which country?

Q10) From which novel is this quote: "It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen."

Q11) What is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet?

Q12) Which city is the HQ of the International Red Cross?

Q13) Who was Wile E. Coyote always trying to catch?

Q14) Out of a class of 20 pupils, 10% did not have pets. How many did have pets?

Q15) How many people make up an English jury?

A) Aeroplane    B) Submarine    C) Tank    D) Boat
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Trivia Quiz Answers
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Q1) The world record in athletics is over 6 metres high in what sport?

Q2) Which actor wore a bowler hat and carried a cane in his films?

Q3) In business, what is IMF short for?

Q4) Which US city was originally called New Amsterdam?

Q5) In which book and television series does the character Joffrey Baratheon appear?

Q6) In World War II, what was a Spitfire?

Q7) In which country was tea first grown?

Q8) How many faces does a dodecahedron have?

Q9) Antananarivo is the capital city of which country?

Q10) From which novel is this quote: "It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen."

Q11) What is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet?

Q12) Which city is the HQ of the International Red Cross?

Q13) Who was Wile E. Coyote always trying to catch?

Q14) Out of a class of 20 pupils, 10% did not have pets. How many did have pets?

Q15) How many people make up an English jury?

Pole Vault

Charlie Chaplin

International Monetary Fund

New York

Game of Thrones

A) Aeroplane    B) Submarine    C) Tank    D) Boat

China

12

Madagascar

1984

Delta

Geneva

Road Runner

18

Twelve
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